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Preface 
 

     A great building should be aware of that something deeply inside human 

are never changed, although the requirements of function are changing with 

the times. 

--Louis I. Kahn 

“Architecture is primarily a kind of service for humanity. To create an 

environment where human beings can develop themselves, can be happy, can 

have that one, which we called wellbeing.” The new owner of Pritzker Prize 

Diébédo Francis Kéré said. He regards the essence of contemporary 

architecture as same as what Louis I. Kahn pointed out in the past. Humanistic 

thinking of architecture always stands there, waiting for us to value it. 

Contemporary architecture is no longer a building that subsists as a power 

vessel or as a symbol of something outside itself. Humanistic design 

philosophy has always been promoting building entities to be meaningful, 

which continues to embody human consciousness, just as they did in the past 

years when they were the bearers of common social ideals. 

In the humanity’s world, architecture goes astray if the enrichment of 

buildings is to be sought by means of recourse to the extra-architectural. This 

misunderstood multidisciplinary or transdisciplinary is neither beneficial to 

architecture itself nor to architecture's social responsibility. Therefore, 

Humanistic architecture is not 'multicultural' architecture. It is impossible for 

architecture to be devoid of humanity; it reveals such an unstoppable trend 

that architecture will continue to be the object of individual experiences. 
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Abstract 

 

In recent decades, while contemporary architecture has been constantly 

seeking “newness”, tradition has also regained more and more value. How to 

coordinate the conflict and mutual influence between tradition and 

contemporary architecture has generated a heated discussion. Humanistic 

design philosophy is being uncovered its face as the answer in a new posture. 

Rooted in the humanist experience, consciousness and psychological needs 

of humanism, the new design approach suggested that elements of traditions 

could create deeper connections between buildings and human in a context of 

awareness of local history and culture. The analysis of four contemporary 

cases shows how four architects conducted the significant exploration of 

leading the traditions towards contemporary by focusing on presenting 

human’s consciousness. Based on the research and comprehension of 

humanistic design philosophy, this paper presents the author’s practices of 

applying this design philosophy as a methodology of project design of 

contemporary architecture. Three Chinese local projects with profound 

traditional background demonstrate the design process under the humanistic 

design philosophy, one of which is the masterpiece of the author, showing 

more details of the design result.    

Key words: Traditions, humanistic design philosophy, contemporary 

architecture, consciousness 
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Fig. 1. Architecture and human（Drawn by author） 
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1 Introduction and background  

Architecture must establish a rapport with the people, that’s more important than 

architectural critique. 

   ——Fumihiko Maki 

1.1 Introduction 

Architecture continuously develops and evolves; it completely reflects the surroundings 

and local traditions that contain and incubates itself. Even the most revolutionary architect who 

triggers the buildings cannot completely ignore local traditions. On the one hand, architecture 

has always called for respecting and connecting local traditions, so as to obtain the basic 

nutrients for development; on the other hand, overemphasis on traditional architectural forms, 

local traditions and contextualization also lead contemporary architecture to lose its driving 

force. How to integrate heritage elements into creation of new narratives? What is the possible 

design method of this large-scale unprecedented process of evolution followed by 

de-contextualization and re-signification? 

Starting from observing the new direction of contemporary architectural development, the 

paper demonstrates humanistic design philosophy can work as an as a conciliation between 

contemporary architecture and local traditions. Subsequently, based on the analysis and 

comparison of four contemporary buildings carrying special significance to this theme, the 

author shows how humanistic design philosophy plays an important role in contemporary 

architectural design. By taking three local projects carried out in China as study exploration, 

the author presents the conceptual designs that transfer the theoretical background into 

practical application, hopefully, conducting experientially and consciously determined “human” 

environments.  

The purpose of this paper is neither to affirm nor to deny the significance of traditions. If 

this were the purpose, empirical research would have appeared to be the appropriate method. 

Instead, this paper aims to propose such a question: Can we just take the local tradition as one 

of the possible effective parameters of contemporary architectural design? By that way 
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architecture can return to its essence to awaken the consciousness of "human being", and 

establish new connections between human and themselves, human and buildings, human and 

the locations. This is the design philosophy and basic design method of contemporary 

architecture that the author pays attention to. In doing so, this paper shows a strong reliance 

on the "participant observer" approach. In this case, the observers are specifically the 

designer and the visitor. To extract the values of local traditions, the researcher had to strive to 

a more subjective and phenomenological methodology. Such method requires researchers’ 

direct experience and the deep integration of multiple research projects with the guidance of a 

common goal. 

1.2 Interpreting the humanistic tendency of contemporary architecture from Venice 

Architecture Biennale 

As the most influential architectural art and academia event in the world that has lasted for 

more than 100 years, the Venice Biennale always presents us with the latest architectural 

thinking and the most concerned architectural design philosophy. It shows the continuity in the 

evolution of architecture. Beginning with modernism, this evolution has gone further and 

further, and focuses more and more on humanity. As the forthright statement proposed by 

Kazuyo Sejima in 2010 Venice Biennale which themed "People meet architecture", “the 

purpose of design is to help people coordinate their relationship with architecture, help the 

building coordinate the relationship with people, and help people deal with their own 

relationships.” 

The 2014 Venice Biennale (Fig. 2), curated by Rem Koolhaas, was the largest and most 

influential Biennale in the past. The topic was “Fundamentals” which composed two parts, 

“The elements of architecture” and “Absorbing modernity”. They were results of joint study 

with the Harvard Graduate School of Design. Koolhaas said, “Fundamentals will be a biennale 

about architecture, not architects.” After several biennales were dedicated to the celebration of 

the contemporary, fundamentals will focus on histories – on the inevitable elements of all 

architecture used by any architect at any time and any place (the door, the floor, the ceiling 

etc.) and on the evolution of national architectures during the last 100 years. This retrospective 
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will generate a fresh understanding of the richness of architecture’s fundamental repertoire, 

apparently so exhausted today.”  

This biennale and the statement of it could be seen as a calling of the new jumping-off 

point of the evolution road of contemporary architecture. On the one hand, national pavilions 

showed the process of how different countries absorbed the modernity, how national identity 

has seemingly been sacrificed to modernity, and how each country created each of their 

unique modernity. On the other hand, the concept of "elements" presented how contemporary 

architecture has been extended to the field where the experience of architects meets the daily 

life of common people. And those basic components -- such as floor, wall, ceiling, escalator, 

elevator and etc. – have been directed to new architecture art, which is continually changing 

with time and technology. In 2021, “How will we live together?” was the topic of 17th 

international architecture biennale. “We need a new spatial contract. In the context of widening 

political divides and growing economic inequalities, we call on architects to imagine spaces in 

which we can generously live together”, Curator Hashim Sarkis has commented. “We” and 

“live” became the main roles of this exhibition instead of space form，theory and history. For 

instance, Danish pavilion created a new experience space about cohesion, where visitors can 

feel the connection between all things and human through their own bodies and feelings, as 

Fig. 2. The 14th international architecture biennale（labiennale.org） 

Pic. 2. The Danish pavilion of 17th international architecture biennale （labiennale.org） 
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shown in Fig. 3. It tries to guide us to think about how architecture, as an art form, enables 

people to see invisible things and evokes an indelible sense of connectivity between people 

and everything on earth.  

The development of the theme of the Venice Architecture Biennale over the past two 

decades shows that contemporary architecture is increasingly people-centered. Based on the 

analysis of the timeline of Venice Architecture Biennale, as shown in Fig. 4, it indicates that 

after paying attention to the "Metrapher" of new technologies and materials in 2004, the theme 

of the Venice Biennale began to turn more and more to the humanistic thinking. This tendency 

has been shown from the titles to the content of the each biennale. From "People meet 

architecture" in 2010 to "How we live together" in 2021, contemporary architecture began to 

focus on human’s experience, the relationship between human and architecture, history and 

society, as well as the future life of people. These topics can be also regarded as the clues to 

its own development. The Study of Venice Architecture Biennale has demonstrated that the 

humanistic thinking of contemporary architecture presents more and more perspectives, and 

more and more human-based spatial forms. This new tendency is injecting freedom and new 

possibilities into contemporary architecture. 

 

Fig. 4. The Timeline of Humanistic Thinking of Venice Architecture Biennale in recent 20 years (Drawn by the author) 
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1.3 Humanistic design philosophy 

The humanistic principle in contemporary architecture indicated above neither refers to 

the humanistic conception derived from reason and kindness in the traditional sense, nor to 

the charitable humanitarian thinking of helping the weak, but refers to a human-oriented 

design philosophy. Under the definition of this design philosophy, as a visitor and user of 

architecture, people's feelings, as well as their internal psychological needs - especially the 

spiritual needs of high level - become the starting point and focus of design. This design 

thinking can be traced back to the essence of architecture that gains its significance and 

values in its existence for human beings. Actually this trend of human-centered design 

philosophy has become clearer since the promotion of humanistic psychology from the last 

century. 

In the 1950s and 1960s, the ideological trend of humanistic psychology arose in the 

United States. Based on the belief that people have free and strong will to decide how to live 

their life, it is an optimistic humanistic psychology approach, which can improve people’s 

ability of reaching their potential and achieving their goals. This human enlightenment 

movement, developing from knowledge about human self-cognition in the 18th, 19th and 20th 

centuries, sought to increase humans' understanding of the universe and each other. The 

self-actualization theory developed by Maslow, the main founder of humanistic psychology, 

showed human needs in different levels. This people-centered psychological trend of thought 

has triggered thinking and revolution in various fields, especially in the fields of design. In the 

1960s, in view of the limitations of modernist architecture, theoreticians represented by Jon 

Lang set off a wave of humanism in the field of design. Lang believes that designers need not 

fall into the "Seclusion" position of extreme pragmatism or aesthetic pursuit, and the "failure" 

of modernism stems from the lack of understanding of "human" theory such as human needs 

and human behaviors. In 1968, American design professionals, social scientists, students and 

educators in architecture, psychology, sociology and other fields jointly established an 

interdisciplinary organization - the Environmental Design Research Association (EDRA). It 

generated a series of far-reaching research results. The humanistic thinking had profoundly 

affected the theoretical research and design practice of the same period, including Roger 
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Trancik's "lost space", Jan Gehl's "communication and space", Clair Cooper Marcus's 

"human place" and other theoretical studies that focused on human daily life from the 

perspective of behavior. 

 Starting from fulfilling the human’s daily need and behavior, the design philosophy has 

developed towards higher level of human’s needs. During the past decades lots of 

architectural thinkers reacted strongly against Venturi’ and Rossi’s opinions. Toyo Ito calls for 

the complete substitution of concerning need of inner heart with outside world, Bernard 

Tschumi sees no fixed relationship between architectural form and events, Peter Zumthor 

seeks an architecture of ''civilizing innocence", Jacques Herzog and Pierre de Meuron 

advocates ''specific form”, in which architecture represents nothing, and SANNA exempts the 

central position of buildings from architecture design and put humanity into the leading role. 

Each of above examples represents attempts at the liberation of architecture from the 

extra-architectural. We are witnesses of a movement towards a pure architecture - in other 

words, of a growing tradition towards a liberated architecture that is no longer ideological; or 

to look at a broader picture, it is no longer symbolic and reliant on images. All these attempts 

lead to the different design philosophy - born out of a reaction of humanistic spirit  - 

sometimes articulated focus on humanism and sometimes as an extension of humanism - of 

contemporary architectures. In Fig. 5, the author makes the illustration to present the 

Fig. 5. From Maslow’s Hierarchy of Need to Humanistic Approach of Architecture (Drawn by the author) 
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explanation of how human needs are showed in contemporary architecture based on 

Marlowe's hierarchical needs. 

The new trend of contemporary architecture design philosophy demonstrated that 

inherence of the creative design philosophy is based on humanistic psychology. Creativity 

incorporates a dynamic interplay of thinking modes, including perceptual, imaginative, and 

expressive modes. Designing for people requires attitudes and human values to reposition on 

understanding people’s needs and experiences, going beyond stereotypes. Human values and 

attitudes are essential in redirecting from something else back to the human, enabling 

perceiving the situation as a new whole, overcoming ego-perspective and stereotypes, 

grasping people’s needs, and making designing new human experiences possible. It also 

centers on achieving designers’ creativity and feelings. 
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2. Conciliation of traditions and contemporary: a new attitude 

of architecture  

As for the disconnection between the individual and the world, no matter what it is, I want 

to try to fill it up. Otherwise, there is something wrong with me.” 

 ——Kazuyo Sejima 

2.1 Conflict between tradition and contemporary architecture 

On the one hand, people are always attracted by the beauty and wisdom of traditions, 

imagining the scene of life in traditional buildings, and feeling the existence of time and history. 

However, with the development of life style and technology, traditions and traditional 

architecture have become "backward" due to the limitations of the times. With the process of 

urbanization, the living space of traditional buildings has been shrinking. Those traditions have 

either been replaced by modernity or become scenic spots for tourists to enjoy. They have lost 

the “life”. To be specific and concrete, they lost the function of living. Only in villages we can 

see a few "living" traditions. 

On the other hand, in contemporary life, people constantly jump out of the shackles of 

traditional values. Meanwhile, while moving ahead with new technology and materials, 

contemporary architecture is constantly seeking “newness” in the process of becoming more 

and more abstract and lightweight. However, the tradition has been accumulated too long 

history to drop its authority. Even the modernism also has a history of nearly a century. The 

heavy tradition together with the modernism seems to become the obstacles of “newness”.  

Tradition and modernity have to cope with each other's attacks. Integration is more like a 

fight. In many cases, integration is more like a painful process and a challenge full of 

contradictions. In Fig.6, the author depicts the image of contradictory confrontation — the 

contradiction between the pursuit of the experience of oneness and the preservation of local 

historical collective memory, and the contradiction between new open possibilities and old 

stable symbolic meanings. Fortunately, in fact, the history of each country is very distinct, and 

the way they use modernity is also very different. Being together, these colorful contradictions 

weave a magnificent background of contemporary architecture. At the same time, in addition 
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to some currently popular means of resolving contradictions superficially, such as simply 

integration of heritage elements and creation of new narratives, or large-scale 

de-contextualization and re-signification. We have also witnessed a new attitude and a more 

humanistic solution in the global scope. 

 

2.2 New attitude towards Heritage and traditions 

2.2.1.New attitude to the restoration of heritage building  

The book "Theory of restoration" published by Cesare Brandi in 1963, known as "critical 

restoration", had a profound impact on the 1964 Venice Charter. It is also the theoretical basis 

of the Carta Italiana del Restauro in 1972, among which "recognizability", "reversibility", 

"compatibility" and "minimal intervention" have gradually developed into the general norms of 

international restoration. In the later Italian restoration practice, there were two opposing 

schools: the Roman school, which advocated aesthetics first；and the Milan school which 

preferred history standard. Then, among the group of post Brandy architects, there are three 

representative figures: Paolo Marconi (1933-2013), Marco Dezzi Bardeschi (1934-2018), 

Fig. 6. The Conflict Between traditions and contemporary (Drawn by the author) 
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Andrea Bruno (1931 -). Their restoration practices showed the development of the new attitude 

to the restoration of heritage building.  

(1) Paolo Marconi (1933-2013) 

Marconi wrote “Handbook of building restoration in Rome ”(Manual del repupero del 

comune Di Roma), which recorded the construction and masonry methods of local historical 

buildings in detail, so that they could be replaced by traditional forms when the building 

materials were aging and the mechanical properties failed. However, the idea of replacement 

restoration is easily criticized as "historical falsification" in Italy. In the restoration of Basilica 

Palladian in Vicenza, Marconi demolished the reinforced concrete structure roof reconstructed 

after World War II, restored the wooden structure roof to its original construction, and covered 

it with thin copper plate, as shown in Fig. 7. 

Marconi believes that it is a false proposition to find "authenticity" in architectural 

restoration. Here are Marconi's answers to "why" and "for whom”: Restoration means 

long-term preservation of buildings or urban environments that are worthy of being 

appreciated or enjoyed by future generations. We must try our best to maintain the work in the 

best condition and convey the value of the work. On the basis of this purpose, in Marconi's 

practice, the weight of "recognition" and "minimal intervention" was reduced, and the integrity 

and aesthetic value of the architectural form were taken as the leading role of restoration. 

(2) Marco Dizzi Bardeschi (1934-2018) 

Fig. 7. Basilica Palladian with renovated roof（www.aj.org.cn） 
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Dezzi was on the totally opposite side of Marconi. Since 1976, he has taught at Milan 

University of technology and established the Milan school characterized by "pure conservation 

restoration". 

If Brandy's theory tries to make a trade-off between aesthetics and historical facts, then 

Dizzi completely abandons the value determination, does not delete the historical 

superposition of buildings, and does not comment on the beauty. In the restoration of Palazzo 

della Ragione，which was built in Middle Ages and added the top lever in the Baroque period, 

Dizzy completely retained its mottled and crumbling state and later addition. He believes that 

these elements highlight the " Charm of time " of the building, as shown in Fig. 8. 

Dezzi regards the solidification of material as the criterion of restoration. He opposed 

any action of erasing the historical traces of heritage buildings, but at the same time he 

insisted that the new volume must be contemporary and should not be confused with the 

traditional form. 

(3) Andrea Bruno (1931 -) 

As a high-yielding architect, Bruno devoted himself to a large number of architectural 

restoration projects and won a series of important awards in Italy and internationally, some of 

which are considered as the most successful interpretation of "critical" restoration in 

contemporary times. 

When Italians generally used "materiality" to emphasize the "authenticity" of heritage, 

Bruno's solution is more "immaterial", as he reckons that the purpose of preservation is the 

continuation of memory. Bruno said, “To preserve the frozen memory, this is the principle of 

my plan, but it is not the shackle of a rigorous and free architect. He will continue the rational 

Fig. 8. Palazzo della Ragione，the state of Middle Age, Baroque period and after restoration（www.aj.org.cn）  
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judgment and imagination of the original builder, and show all the truth to the world.” He 

practices his renovation in accordance with three criteria: compatibility, identification and 

reversibility. They also are the principles of new structure that is made by contemporary 

materials and technology in his project. The conference hall on the ruins of Lichtenburg Castle 

is one of his typical restoration projects (Fig. 9). 

Aesthetics and historical facts, or forms and materials, are just like the two ends of the 

scale, with which we can keep the balance of swings of heritage architecture protection. 

Instead of discussing whether it is a technology or a philosophy, it is better to see that the true 

humanistic thinking is becoming more and more important in the process of heritage 

architecture protection. 

2.2.2 New attitude to the history context 

In Japan, we see that the new attitude to the history context has lead Japan’s 

contemporary architecture to occupy a lot of international spotlight. 

Japanese architecture not only has the tradition of ancient Buddhist temple introduced 

from China, but also the inheritance of residential style -whether of palace or civilian - from the 

middle ages of Japan. The latter has become a common symbol of Japanese traditional 

culture today. Those, apart from architecture, tea art, Noh opera and flower path, all of which 

have similar Japanese flavor, were established in the middle ages. Later, the implementation of 

the European modern social system broke the old feudal system. On both sides of the main 

roads in Tokyo, reinforced concrete buildings in European style have gradually replaced the 

previous one or two-story wooden buildings, which basically adopt the shape of lower shops 

Fig. 9. Meeting Hall on the Ruins of Lichtenberg Castle and interior space
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and upper houses. In these huge, village like gathering places, giant objects such as European 

Renaissance style offices and banks have been built. With the end of World War II, the desire 

of the construction industry to try to copy modernism from the United States has boomed. 

Until the end of World War II, the height limit in Tokyo was still 31 meters. At the end of the war, 

due to technological progress, buildings more than 100 meters were allowed to build. 

Throughout the city, while retaining the original outline of the feudal city, the traditional 

residential communities are randomly mixed with these modern buildings. Before 1990s, 

history had been still considered as a fundamental aspect of architectural design. 

Nevertheless, the burst of Japan’s economic bubble in the 1990s contributed the demise of 

post-modern architecture and the application of collage-like quotation into the facades or 

appearances of buildings, without taking the history background into consideration. Since 

then, contemporary Japanese architecture has rarely brought history to the forefront. History 

no longer serves as a foundation for architecture design.  

Contemporary architecture in Japan acquired an international reputation not because it 

stopped referring history.  But as a result of the fact that it attracted attention by persistently 

pursuing and refining to an unprecedented degree, the “new” takes place of the “old”. The 

human desire for "newness" is the powerful engine of the development of Japanese 

contemporary architecture. House NA, contemporary architect Sou Fujimoto’s project, 

presents the new attitude to the historical context of Tokyo, as shown in Fig.10. 

This new attitude of considering the relationship between the surrounding environment 

and completely giving up the traditional architectural form bred creates a new connection 

between space and human’s body. Under "Non critical criticism", the relaxing and 

Fig. 10. House NA stands in the complex text of traditional and modern buildings（www.archdaily.com） 
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unrestrained freedom of contemporary is not bound by the history context, but transformed 

into its own beautiful scenery. As new technology and lifestyle change rapidly, by taking the 

residents in the "living world" as the starting point, architects find out the way for 

contemporary architecture from complex background, and fill the gap among people's 

feelings, habitual social systems, and traditional architectural context. 

2.2.3 New attitude to the traditional heritage  

With the continuous development of civilization, the world has a variety of rich 

architectural heritage. In the face of these various precious heritages bearing feelings, 

experience, memory and time, we can see a new attitude of architectural design around the 

world. It tries to re-establish the connection between heritage and daily life, preserve the 

collective memory needed for the growth of the community in a more active way, and add 

happiness and joy to human’s daily life. 

A Chinese contemporary project demonstrates this new attitude to the traditional 

heritage. Neri&Hu, a Chinese architecture studio, designs a modern teahouse embracing an 

ancient structure (1644-1912) within, as shown in Fig11. The client’s brief posed the unique 

challenge of creating an enclosure for a Chinese artefact – the wooden structure of a 

high-ranking Qing dynasty official’s residence, replete with ornamental carvings and intricate 

joinery. Relocated from Anhui province to its new home in Fuzhou province, the Hui-style 

structure is enshrined as the inhabitable centerpiece of a new teahouse.  

 

Fig11. Fouzhou Teahouse, the contemporary volume floating on the water & the old wooden structure house wrapped inside      

(www.neriandhu.com/en) 
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The project draws inspiration from imagery uniquely associated with Fuzhou: the Jinshan 

Temple, which is a rare example of a temple structure built in the middle of a river in China. In 

an old photo (Fig.12), the ancient structure in its original state is resting serenely above a 

floating rock in 1871. This would become a lasting image unmistakably identified with the city 

of Fuzhou.  

 Conceived as an urban artefact and drawing the historical roots of the city of Fuzhou, the 

Relic Shelter internalizes a piece of distinct heritage at a time when rapid new development 

has eroded traditional culture and identity (Fig.11).  

In a time when technology is so prevalent in daily life that people often lose the sensibility 

of the mundane objects around us, heritage should not only just be preserved, which can also 

regarded as tangible objects with layers of history, bringing about collective memory needed 

for a community to grow. In order to be reconnected and be moved by people’s everyday 

activities, the new attitude to the traditional heritage can help people focus on tangible objects 

and the beautiful crafts that bring happiness to human’s daily routines. 

2.3 Humanistic design philosophy as a new direction of conciliation  

2.3.1Conciliation traditions towards contemporary  

We live in a thoroughly heterogeneous, polyvalent, plural, decentralized, and 

non-referential world in which everything is possible to appear at anytime and anywhere and 

everyone becomes more separate. Our mobility, the way we communicate with each other, 

and how we inform each other are merely the most obvious and most recognizable differences 

between now and twenty years ago. More significantly than the impact of these technological 

innovations, we need more connections to seriously embrace not only ourselves and others, 

Fig12. Source of Inspiration: Jinshan temple in the river / The island Pagoda, John Thomson, 1871 

(www.neriandhu.com/en) 
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but also any kind of firmament above us and solid ground underneath us today. The humanism 

design philosophy is the way to start the whole procedure of connections from the essence.    

Human’s world is established through the maintenance of the soul among people. Human 

beings themselves are not isolated individuals. They expect the deepening of the spiritual 

fetters between individuals. Therefore, the exchange of biological substances among 

collectives must also be accompanied by the gift behavior beyond it. The architect's design 

behavior itself is similar to gift behavior with their consciousness. In terms of method, through 

the emphasis on human’s sensory experience, we can effectively combine modernism and 

localism, we can harmoniously connect nature and humanity culture, and connect the 

individual and the world, and connect the history and future in the present. 

 In contemporary architecture, the experience of space has become a very significant and 

strong feature – namely, what visitors can experience - which is also the focus of architects 

currently. In the design process of many famous contemporary buildings, it is important to 

realize the aim by architects that visitors are able to have a distinct objective experience of 

space, and it is necessary for the architects to create an experience of space with intention. 

The emphasis here lies on the intention. What a visitor or inhabitant experiences is based on 

the architect's intention. Under humanistic design philosophy the architect has authoring the 

intentions for the distinct experience of space in any given experience of a building. 

Fig.12. Woodland cemetery’s landscape and the Chapel of Resurrection’s interior      

(Janna Ahlin, Sigurd Lewerentz – Architect，1987) 
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The intention of using every elements, including tradition, to create new experiences is 

clearly expressed from some modernism architecture to many contemporary architectures in 

recent years. As early as Sigurd Lewerentz’s design of woodland cemetery landscape and the 

Chapel of the Resurrection (Fig.12), he has dropped down the authority of classical form of 

traditional chapel to make a new intention. In order to create the journey of “life-reviewing”, the 

classical traditional architecture elements were modified to create the special atmosphere and 

experience for visitors. He used the same method in the landscape design in this project as 

well. The strong and beautiful spatial experience is like a new blessing message to the new 

era. Nowadays this intentional experience of space is presented in more and more 

contemporary architects' works. For example, Louvre lens designed by SANNA, located in a 

mining heritage (Fig.13). Five buildings gently correspond to the environment with the intention 

of "Canoes floating on the river and connecting with each other". The huge inner space without 

columns gives visitors a spatial experience as if they were in the flow of time and space. In this 

project, the surroundings, history of site, space form and structural technology all are no 

longer significant. All of them become creative means to create a volume of light that people 

can experience and remember. 

Human beings experience the environment through the body and to construct their world 

by experiences and consciousness. The living experiences of space make the surroundings 

full of meaning and value, and involve the traditions into this contemporary journey.  

2.3.2 Arouse awareness of human’s consciousness 

The new task of architecture is not to beautify or "standardize" our daily life world. In fact, 

the contemporary architecture is ready to fulfill more dimensions of our needs, from sensation 

and memories to consciousness. 

Fig. 13, Landscape, facade and interior f	Louvre lens（www.archdaily.com） 
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On the one hand, the network formed by extremely conservative systems covers our 

society. On the other hand, our life is gradually changed unconsciously by the infiltration of 

new media and network technology. The traditional solidification and heavy social system are 

quietly disintegrating. As an individual, under the influence of the rapid development of new 

technology, the person's feelings of body and space are also constantly changing. Some 

forms, textures and textures of our past attachment may only be left in the form of melancholy 

today. Starting from the philosophical thinking of humanistic design, contemporary 

architecture is growing up into light flowers full of fresh vitality from the heavy body of the past. 

It is awakening the awareness of users as "a human being" – which is an abundant and 

immeasurable existence. This process of awakening will also heals human’s consciousness 

and improves the environment around human, and will illuminate the evolutionary path of 

contemporary architecture to approach its essence like bright sunshine. 

In the past, the existence of a building could be justified by its mere belonging to one 

ideology or another. Buildings already had an assured place in the world because they were 

more or less referential expressions of common values of a society that lived in that world. 

Nevertheless, nowadays this is no longer the case. Today, each building exists for itself. 

Spatially and ideationally, buildings have no other choice than to be conceived as entities that 

not only contain everything but also possess unlimited possibility – awareness. 

The awareness bases on human’s sense and perception. When we see a contemporary 

building containing everything, it refers to the fact that the building is formally a completely 

organic whole, in which every element is subject to the governing idea for that building. It is 

what we physically encounter with our senses when we are in the outside or inside building: 

the walls, floors, ceilings, openings, material, and construction. The building contains its form 

under that one idea. That is one aspect that makes the building be aware. The other aspect of 

how a building can be aware is through its sense-making possibilities. Such two aspects are 

tightly linked together since the person’s unique experience of the room also creates new 

possibilities in the meanwhile. Such new possibilities imply the arising of humanistic 

consciousness.  
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This advanced function of architecture began to appear more and more obviously. It is 

presented strongly from Japanese architect Kazuo Shinohara, which is also continued in his 

following architects from distant Europe, from the earliest Herzog to Koolhaas to Valerio 

Olgiati. In the design project “house on a curved road ” of Kazuo Shinohara in1969 (Fig.24), the 

strong sense of oneness invites visitors to inquire and perceive the character of this space. The 

walls and ceilings are white plastered, with no joints between them. The huge column stands 

silently, and the whole space shows an intense presence of the space and the calling of 

human’s consciousness of it. 

This oneness consciousness of a place calls upon visitor’s entire embodied experience, 

and it is synthesized as an overall feeling by which we capture a sense of a space's ambience. 

Finnish architect and theorist Juhani Pallasmaa calls this as the "fusion of the world and the 

mind”. It could be described as the full sentient experience of a place, one that combines the 

senses and the feelings they engender. 

2. 4 Conclusion 

A new era is clearly before us. We don’t have institutional guidelines, and neither do we 

have institutional guideline nor societal commonalities to serve as the architectural orientation, 

which we knew in the past. Now the architect's task is to design buildings that arouse 

something - not a fixed meaning or program, as in the old modern and postmodern days or in 

Fig.14. Interior of House on a Curved House, 1978, Kazuo Shinohara （www.archdaily.com） 
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epochs even further back in time - to design buildings that carry a sense regarding something 

existential about a person and a person's life. 

In the contradiction between tradition and contemporary, humanistic design philosophy, 

as a new design attitude that is becoming increasingly apparent, provides a solution beyond 

contradiction for the coexistence and development of them. Its importance lies in that both of 

them serve the essence of architecture and jointly meet the needs of all levels of the main 

users of architecture – people, as shown in Fig.15. As the key to coordinate the contradiction 

between traditional and contemporary architecture, people-oriented design thinking gives 

architecture real freedom, which can serve people at a higher level, and also makes 

architecture more significant, as shown in Fig.16. It brings the possibility of various attempts in 

design, as well as the courage to collide with the known world, and the desire to explore the 

unknown future. 

With humanistic design philosophy, architecture can speak to the unbounded and 

non-ideological mental agility of people who live in that non-referential world of today. 

Therefore, a building cannot be historical or symbolical (both of these terms are used here in 

Fig. 15. The Role of Humanistic Design Philosophy （Drawn by author） 
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their broadest philosophical scope) in the sense that it represents something above and 

beyond itself, because there is no consensus regarding the possibilities about what is higher 

and further. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. The Role of Humanistic Design Philosophy （Drawn by author） 
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3. Global Awareness – Four cases of contemporary architecture  

  Tradition is the point of departure, not the point of return. 

 -- Kazuo Shinohara 

3.1 Return to the origin – Multifunction center of aging house of Kengo Kuma 

Kengo Kuma, as one of the most important figures in Contemporary Japanese 

architecture, reinterprets the traditional Japanese and Oriental architectural elements in the 

21st century. He attaches importance to the feelings of people in architecture and rethinks of 

it. He advocates strengthening the overall atmosphere of the environment rather than 

strengthening the architecture that dominates the environment. Architectures designed by him 

neither blend into the surrounding environment through simple gestures, nor simply reproduce 

the tradition. On the contrary, he tries to integrate the traditional elements into the architecture 

and express its unique significance. In this way, the architectures not merely connect people's 

feelings with the local region, and also show the integration of traditional elements and high 

technology. Kengo Kuma tries to bring the architecture back to the origin, and to appeal 

people to start a new way of life. 

The Chuyuan community multi-function center, located in the suburb of Wuhan, China, a 

less famous local project of Kengo Kuma，was completed in the end of 2019 (Fig. 17). In this 

multi-functional building for the elderly, Kengo Kuma continues his consistent thinking on 

tradition, modern technology and contemporary architectural forms.  

Fig.17. Bird view of Chuyuan community multi-function center, 2019, Kengo Kuma (（www.taikang.com） 
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Fig.18. Facade of Chuyuan community multi-function center, 2019, Kengo Kuma (（Photo by author） 

Chuyuan sits in the beautiful lakeside and mountain scenic area, so that users can "feel 

nature" which is one of the main theme of this project. Its design concept is "integration with 

nature" which means the building is alive and breathing by natural lighting and ventilation 

design. "Feel the tradition" is another design theme that has reached a consensus with the 

client. So another goal of this building is expressing the simplicity and elegant aesthetics of the 

Song Dynasty in the contemporary architectural space (Fig. 18).  

When interviewed about the project’s design conception, Kengo Kuma said that he was 

inspired by local traditions, and he took the feelings of the users into account. According to his 

interview content and the on-site investigation of the project, the author summarizes his design 

philosophy in the following three aspects, as shown in Figure 21. It shows how the architecture 

has transformed the local tradition into contemporary form poetically. The first traditional 

element is the "skylight". There is a traditional architectural culture "skylight" - window on the 

roof - in Wuhan, which has continued from the Northern Song Dynasty to the present, and the 

light is being poured down from the zenith (Fig. 19). Kengo Kuma responds to this traditional 

space language with modern technology in the framework of space. He designs a big light 

court -Four Seasons Hall - in the center of the building. Each room is arranged around it, 

therefore, all rooms can be bathed in the sunlight in the morning and starlight at light. It gives 

the whole space a beautiful and meaningful image, and becomes the most popular place 

where the elderly like to gather. The second traditional element is the roof. The Chinese 

traditional roof has also formed a contemporary architectural cover with a strong sense of 

picture (Fig. 17). The shadows and the ventilation under the roof gently reflect the senses of 
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nature. The slight breeze brings away the oppressive existence feeling of the solid wall. At the 

same time, the roof keeps the surface temperature of the wall not too high in summer. The 

third one is the tile used in the wall. The local traditional tiles are rearranged into the texture of 

the wall in a new form. The array of tiles brings a sense of breathing and a sense of beauty 

connected with the past prosperity (Fig. 18).   

Kengo Kuma said that this is a building that "can heal people". This multi-functional 

building shows the design philosophy of people-oriented. It harmonizes traditional, natural, 

contemporary space forms and new technologies, and meets the needs of the elderly to 

experience their life and cultural entertainment without stepping out of the building. Kengo 

Kuma’s Design Philosophy of this project is applied in three aspects, as shown in Fig.20. The 

whole design has perfectly demonstrated Kengo Kuma’s words—  "In my architectural 

vocabulary, architecture can be compared to the ‘nest’ of natural ecological connotation, 

which protects not only life but also the healthy and prosperous vitality of it.” 

 

 

 

 

Fig.19. Sky light of Interior of community multi-function center, 2019, Kengo Kuma (（Photo by author） 
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3.2 Emotional Reconstruction -- Zinc mine museum of Peter Zumthor  

"With my design I can help create an awareness" said Peter Zumthor. As the 2009 

Pritzker Prize winner, Peter Zumthor has received widespread attention and respect in the 

world. In all of his works, he has always shown his concern of site landscape, history and 

atmosphere. The charm of pure form showed in his works presents his unparalleled ability of 

creating construction and atmosphere. In Peter Zumthor's design, traditions do not only refer 

to traditional building materials, structures or forms. Instead, it refers to the history and 

memory contained in the site and landscape. History has become a way to awaken people's 

awareness of the site and space-time. Through the co-expression of materials, forms and 

structures, Zumthor creates an emotional atmosphere, which presents the building and 

humanity’s sensibility. 

Fig.20. 3 Aspects of Kengo Kuma’s Design Philosophy of Chuyuan Center (（Draw by author） 
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      From 2004 to 2016, he had been committed to building a series of museum 

buildings, a museum of an abandoned zinc mine in a remote area of Norway. This project 

draws a lot people's attention to the industrial heritage of the area, and also attracts an 

increasing number of tourists. 

     The Zinc Mine Museum in Sayuta, Norway, is a project with multiple individual 

buildings in a mining heritage landscape, as shown in Fig. 21. The mine and mining culture are 

long gone. The project tries to keep the memory of humanity alive through art of architecture, 

and to create a feeling of the history’s absent in the present moment. In this project, the 

historic mining trail is made as a guideline for the visitor’s tour of the site. Built on the site of 

the forgotten path, the new path is like a link from the past, presented as actions or many 

moments of the actions. The new singular buildings - three contemporary black boxes – 

following the trail, is like pears on a chain. The black volumes have an industry look. Combined 

together, they create a specific presence in the canyon landscape and speak its history. The 

inner spaces of the black volumes create an emotional environment that bespeaks the 

vulnerability of those who worked in the mining industry. The dark inner space, together with 

the carefully arranged light, reminds people of the dark and undefined inner space of the mine 

with the limited illumination. In Figure 22, the author analyzes Peter Zumthor’s design 

philosophy - “emotional reconstruction” - of the project from the above two aspects. The 

humanistic thinking of architecture endows the project with a pure contemporary form and rich 

emotional experience. 

 

Fig. 21, Zinc Museum and Landscape, （www.archdaily.com） 
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 As Peter Zumthor said: “When I speak of emotional reconstruction, what I mean is 

enabling and stimulating feeling of empathy, maybe even compassion, but also playful 

curiosity in experience of a place”, the quality of a shared humanity experience is essential to 

his notion of “emotional reconstruction.  

 

3.3 Consciousness: the presentation of a world – Lingbo Museum of Wang Shu  

In 2012, Chinese architecture Wang Shu won the Pritzker Prize. Lord Palumbo, the 

chairman of the Pritzker Prize jury, said of Wang Shu "his works can transcend controversy 

and evolve into a timeless and even cosmopolitan architecture rooted in its historical 

background." 

As TIME magazine commented his work "The future of Chinese architecture has not 

abandoned its past", Wang Shu is a contemporary architectural space experimenter who 

Fig.22.”Emotional Reconstruction” – Peter Zumthor’s Design Philosophy of The Zinc Mine Museum(Drawn by author) 
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wonderfully practiced Chinese traditional humanistic aesthetics and philosophy. He believes 

that the significance of contemporary architecture is to arouse people's architectural 

consciousness, which he calls as self-consciousness. This consciousness is rooted in the 

garden life of Chinese traditional literati philosophy (Fig. 23). In his opinion, compared with 

elegant taste, construction technology is much less important in this spiritual building activity. 

 

 

In 2009, Ningbo Museum was born under the concept of finding the memories of human 

history and the return of natural aesthetics in contemporary architecture. Ningbo Museum is 

located in the New District of Ningbo City, China, surrounded by a modern public building, 

including the district government, cultural center, park and citizen square. However, Wang Shu 

has brought humanistic aesthetics and natural atmosphere to the whole region through the 

establishment of the museum. Mountain, water, stone and wood are all embodied in 

architecture. Firstly, the most striking aspect of the whole project is its monolithic form, which 

looks like a mountain. The huge natural form that arouses the source of consciousness derives 

from the description of large mountains in traditional Chinese landscape painting. Wang Shu 

applies the "Mountain Method" in traditional painting into the form of museum buildings. The 

height of the edge of the building is pressed very low, and the corners fall slightly, stretching 

far towards the horizon of the countryside. Secondly, the appearance of the museum is 

shaped as a fragment of a continuous mountain. Such return to nature depicts the original 

natural environment of the region where the architecture is located, and also conveys that 

Fig.23. The garden life in Chinese traditional literati Painting, Zao Fangzi, Wangshu, 2016   
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there were once rich landscape painting traditions in the region. Thirdly, the skin of buildings is 

designed to carry a kind of material memory. Old tiles, bricks, stones and ceramics are widely 

used in the exterior and interior walls, which are recycled from the demolished villages. 

Therefore, the building is also regarded as a dialogue between different types of materials. The 

technology of using recycled and fine materials also comes from the traditional construction 

technology of this region. 

The whole museum is like a silent mountain, awakening people's aesthetic consciousness 

for a distant memory; it is also like a mixture with mountains and villages, which conveys the 

exploration of collective consciousness for the continuation of traditional culture. Figure 24 

summarizes how traditional humanistic spirit is transformed into architectural consciousness in 

Ningbo Museum. 
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Wang Shu presents the classical Chinese humanistic spirit with the narrative nature of 

architecture and the playful sense of Chinese traditional garden. It arouses people's 

awareness of internal consciousness and reminds people of searching changes in life. In this 

humanistic and poetic construction process, contemporary architecture inspires people to find 

the way back to their spiritual home. 

Fig.24.From Traditional Humanistic Spirit to Architectural Consciousness-Wang Shu’s Design Philisophy of Ningbo Museum  

（Draw by author） 
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3.4 Awareness of being -- Balsthal House of Pascal Flammer 

Pascal Flammer, as the young contemporary architect of Swiss, he has completed a 

series of experimental projects and brought new inspiration to the era. His design practice 

neither follows any dogma and methodology, nor creates a specific style, but focuses on using 

real materials to pry human curiosity and generate perceptual and intellectual pleasure. He 

argues that there is nothing formal or social that needs to be copied or continues to adapt to 

our time, and only the inhabited ability expresses human’s existence continuingly. In his 

opinion, a good building or any good creation would be a thing which can promote people to 

think as a person, and instead of questioning about the society or structure, which can also 

bring one’s existence to the fore- make it visible - in a neutral and positive way.  

 

 

    In 2007, he designed a small house in the countryside of Balsthal (Fig. 25), 

Switzerland. He tried to balance the extreme and freedom of space, so that visitors could 

activate their feelings through traditional or non-traditional space forms. The large and gabled 

roof makes the building look like a typical house of Balsthal area. The way this house looks is 

of no importance. He chose the one that had the lowest expression- a form that looks 

unspecific and generic to this region. Flammer said he did that not because he found it 

important that it looked homogenous or analogous to site per se.  Rather, He did that 

because it was the expression that did not make people think the significance of the 

appearance. The ground floor is designed as an animalistic place, which is exposed and 

Fig. 25. Balsthal House（www.archdaily.com） 
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lowered 750 millimeters into the earth. It creates a simple and strong feeling that people are 

just a part of surrounding landscape and visitors are protected by the ground in this fully 

glazed space, which presents that visitors have a little control. The upper floor is the opposite. 

It is a 6 meters high space where visitor are in the center and the space is fully artificial. It is 

designed as a rectangle that is divided into four equal spaces by two walls, which leads to a 

division of a rectangle through its middle axis. Visitor walks straight from one to the next, like 

an enfilade, as same as the visiting flow in Villa La Rotonada. In Figure 26, it is summarized that 

how Flammer uses traditional form to bring people’s existence to the fore by two ways. 

In this building, the traditional forms are used only as a tool or no significant form to create 

space experiences. Two very different spaces are juxtaposed to make the specific emotion of 

Fig.26. Use Traditional Form to Bring People’s Existence to The Fore – Pascal Flammer’s Design Philosophy of Balsthal House  

（Draw by author） 
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the lowed ground floor and the totally different sensation of upper floor. As Flammer said 

about Balsthal House "in the end, by the means of space the building is about man and not 

about space itself, the space is simply a tool to question or frame your own existence."    

3.5 Conclusion  

   To me, buildings can have a beautiful silence that I associate with attributes such as 

composure, self-evidence, durability, presence, and integrity, and with warmth and 

sensuousness as well; a building that is being itself, being a building, and not representing 

anything, just being. 

 -- Peter Zumthor 

Through the above four cases, the creations of the tectonic, emotional experience, Genius 

Loci and abstract perception, the tension among the past, the present and the future is 

revealed. Traditions, as a neutral and effective tool, which serves for the different levels of 

humanistic design philosophy, show the value of people in the present. 

In these four buildings, the common point is that they all use traditional elements to create 

an infectious contemporary form, which arouses human's awareness of space, place, time and 

especially human’s own existence. For the design process, on the one hand, tradition is very 

important. It can be abstract clues, inspiration, or concrete forms and details; On the other 

hand, the tradition does not have any authority. It only serves contemporary space 

presentation and the needs of human’s consciousness. It can be transformed, reconstructed, 

and even be used as a meaningless background. In the specific application, four architectures 

all are centered on people's feelings, and each of which uses different traditional or historical 

elements and forms to creatively meet people's emotional and consciousness needs: Kengo 

Kuma uses specific material parts of traditional buildings to build human’s connection; Peter 

Zumthor transfers historical memory and atmosphere of zinc mine to call for human’s 

awareness; Wang Shu depicts the mountain form of traditional humanistic paintings to arouse 

human’s consciousness; and Pascal Flammer puts the appearance of local common 

farmhouses into the frame of the new house to present human’s being. As is summarized in 

Fig. 27, there are different traditional elements and different design methods in four respective 
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architectural spaces. Nevertheless, all the traditional elements and design methods direct to 

human consciousness and being. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.27.Traditional Work as A Neutral Tool For Humanistic Design Philosophy   

（Draw by author） 
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4. My Exploration: My Master Projects Of Architecture   

Conception Design In China  

4.1 My three practice projects in different regions of China  

Conception designs of these three local projects are carried out as author’s practice 

exploration. The three projects are respectively located in the north, middle and southwest of 

China, as shown in Fig 28. Each of them has profound traditional background, and is located in 

a completely different climate and geographical environment. The three projects present how 

to take theoretical background into account when conducting practical design of projects with 

different traditions. Under the humanistic design philosophy, the abundant local traditions in 

China are the main materials that can be shaped to determine a new “human being” 

environment. One of the three projects is the masterpiece of the author, showing more details 

of the design result. The general information of projects is shown in Fig. 29.   

 

 

Fig.28. Three practice projects in different regions of China （Draw by author） 
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Project 1 

 
 
Information 
Project Name:  

Stadium Annex Design of Wuhan Sport Centre 

Location: Wuhan, China 

Client: Wuhan government  

Design time: 2017-2018 

State: Conception design / Conception accepted  

Design group 

Akos Hutter, Zheng Gewei, Zhang Qian, He Yixuan,   

School of Art & Design of Hubei University of Technolegy  

 
 

Project 2 

 
 

Information 
Name: Hotel Building Design of Inner Mongolia 

Location: Huitengxile Grassland, Inner Mongo, China 

Client: Huitengxile Tourism Culture Service Co., Ltd   

Design time: 2018-2019 

State: Conception design / Conception accepted  

Design group 

Zhang Qian, Akos Hutter, Balazs Kokas  

 

  

Project 3 Master piece 

 
Information 
Project Name: Office and Dormitory Building of Factory design in Yulin 

Location: Yulin, Guangxi, China 

Client: Guangxi Yulin Biological Products Company 

Design time: 2019-2020 

State: Conception Design & Construction Technique Design / Prepared to be realized  
Design group 

Zhang Qian, Akos Hutter, Balazs Kokas He Yixuan,  

Energy design: Balint Baranyai 

 

Fig.29. General information of three projects in different regions of China （Draw by author） 
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4.2 Beyond the symbol- public building design of stadium annex in Wuhan 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Fig.30. The Humanistic Design Conception of Annex of Wuhan Sports’ Center（Draw by author） 

Beyond the symbol – Transformation of traditional symbol “lotus” 

Fig.31. Design conception of Annex of Wuhan Sports’ Center（Draw by author’s design group） 
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4.2.1 General introduction 

In 2017 spring, we designed Stadium extension building of Wuhan Sport Centre. We 

explored how we could transform the traditional symbol into contemporary form under the 

humanistic design philosophy in this public project. The primary demand of the client is to 

establish a new VIP conference center for the 7th Military World Games, which has already 

been held in 2019. The new development was inspired to accommodate the main meeting, 

conference hall, smaller meeting rooms, restaurant, cafeteria and additional functions. 

The client claimed the new building had to present a beautiful form and implication, and it 

should have official appearance and strong functional connection with the existing stadium. So 

one challenge was that the new architectural conception must comprise traditional Chinese 

elements as well. The intent of client for the proposed building was that it should refer to the 

characteristic of Wuhan city and the spirit of CISM game as well (Fig.31) 

4.2.2 Transformation of the symbol 

For the initial idea of designer team, the proposed building together with the stadium was 

appeared in an organic system, which embodied a new garden. The integral link between the 

main elements of composition is conceived as several branches of lotus flowers in traditional 

Chinese ink paintings. And the proposed new conference building was figured as bloom of the 

flower, as shown in Fig.33.The symbolic meaning of lotus flower is essential in Chinese culture 

and it has especial importance in the city of Wuhan’s cultural background as mentioned 

above. 

Another inspiration of our landscape conception was the formation of Chinese stepped 

farmland, the beautiful, picturesque terraces on slopes of mountains, as shown in Fig.32. 

Fig.32. Lotus - Traditional symbol of Wuhan city’s spirit and local landscape image （www.baidu.com） 
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The sunken garden between the stadium and proposed conference building is conceived 

like a terraced farmland with intensive vegetation and water surfaces. The green fields are 

located at different levels. The bridges and pathways are served as observation points, which 

provide different perspectives to the building and its surroundings. A roofed corridor at the 

sunken garden level between the stadium and conference building materializes the required 

functional connection.  

The essential point of our conception was to apply transparent and translucent building 

materials and surfaces into different lighting conditions in interior and outdoor places. The 

illuminated appearance is also a significance due to usual nighttime of events likewise the 

existing stadium building. The applied translucent glazed facades guarantee unified lighting 

conditions in the interior spaces. Furthermore, this surface is able to visualize traditional 

Chinese ink paintings in a contemporary understanding, as shown in Fig. 33. 

 

We applied the effect of Chinese brush painting to emphasize the main entrance of the 

building. The gently smooth shape of different roof partitions forms the petals of lotus flower 

and the white surfaces, and both parts can get different tones by illuminating colors, as shown 

in Fig. 34.   

Fig.33.Stadium Annex - VIP conference building and landscape of garden（Draw by author’s design group） 
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4.2.3 Summary of design philosophy 

Nowadays in the public projects in China, we always have to face various different cultural 

background and traditional elements, which are taken seriously by the clients. In this project, 

our choice is to be inspired by the local traditional symbolic culture instead of ignoring it or 

simply using it as an empty figure. During the design process, we found that we got much 

more possibilities of the potential proposal when we thought about symbols from the 

perspective of human’s feelings. And with the humanistic design principle, we got unordinary 

contemporary form, which is more complex and full of richness, and it is greatly appreciated 

by the client.  

   For one thing, traditional symbol “Lotus” inspired the conception of the proposal, and 

it also could arouse people ‘s affinity for the new contemporary form of the space. We used the 

traditional, cultural elements to evoke people's memory, sense of belonging and internal 

beautiful images.       

   For another, we neither directly adopted the form of cultural elements nor followed 

some traditional architectural symbols. In an abstract way, we used contemporary spatial 

forms to express the artistic conception represented by the traditional cultural symbols that 

inspired the design conception. In this project, the "abstract" spatial form was implemented as 

the expression of various realistic phenomena and needs in the world. More importantly, it 

Fig.34. Main entrance of conference center （Draw by author’s design group） 
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presented the analysis and feelings of human intelligence and sensibility for various 

phenomena.  

This is a process of spatial abstraction, based on humanistic thinking, which is beyond the 

symbol, as shown in Fig.30. During the process, we attributed a very strong contemporary 

feature to this building. At the same time, we connected people's daily feelings and expanded 

the sense of their existence of belonging. We tried to work out the interweaving of 

functionalism, aestheticism and humanism to practice a certainly sounding way to the basics 

of architecture, and tried to implant the building with silence and eternity. 
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4.3 Back to here and now - Hotel building in Huitengxile Grassland of Inner Mongolia   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.35. The Humanistic Design Conception of Hotel building in in Huitengxile grassland of Inner Mongolia（Draw by author） 

Back to here and now – Transformation of traditional “Yurt” 
Fig.36. Design conception of hotel building in Huitengxile grassland（Draw by author’s design group） 
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4.3.1 General introduction 

This project is located in the natural grassland of Inner Mongolia of China that is 

continental monsoon climate area. The Huitengxile Grassland is one of the most 

well-preserved typical alpine meadow grasslands in the world; furthermore, it has long history 

and lots Mongolian yurts with strong ethnic style, as shown in Fig. 37. The unique surrounding 

and traditional yurt provided great space for us to explore how the localism could work in the 

contemporary hotel architecture. 

 

4.3.2 From tradition towards contemporary 

Based on experience of space, the main design method of this project was to return to the 

site and tradition to create the new ecological architecture form. Instead of simply copying the 

form of the traditional grassland yurt, this project was derived from the local climate and 

terrain, and created a contemporary spatial form. We based the design result on the study of 

the traditional Mongolian yurt form and yurt’ group layout, and also taken the factor of limited 

area asked by the client into account. 

Fig.37. The typical Mongolian yurts on the grassland （Photo by author） 
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The plan was carefully arranged to get best natural light, views and the protection from the 

wind, as shown in Fig 38. The area is fully enclosed to create an inner warm courtyard and to 

improve volume ratio of the hotels room. The two floors building crawls on the ground with a 

large roof that extends like a tent. It contains 78 rooms and public spaces. And the big terrace 

is established on the second floor for the open public space and the observation place of the 

grassland views and stars. A small independent circular space, which is inspired by the 

traditional yurt, is standing quietly with an aura of mystery and peaceful in the middle of the 

rectangle courtyard, as it is shown in Fig. 39. 

The columns around the building define the space of the building and also support the 

roof structure. They make a quite contemporary atmosphere for the big tent form of the 

Fig.39. The view of the courtyard from the terrace （Draw by author’s design group） 

Fig.38. Diagram of functional design and layout （Draw by author） 
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architecture. The main entrance is located on the south side of the building, with a curved wall 

leading to the inward courtyard, as it is shown in Fig. 40. 

One of the main surface materials of the south facade are perforated steel panels, while 

that of the north façade is local stone. Except for shading, wind protection and thermal 

insulation, the sliding perforated steel panels bring graduations and translucency nuances to 

the façade and mysterious experience to the interior. During the night, the light from the 

interior will penetrate the facade and turn the whole building into a shining box on the 

grassland.  

The traditional auspicious patterns are arranged in a geometrical way on the perforated 

steel plate, which brings rich modern light and traditional implication. To harmony with the 

beautiful natural grassland, the building is pure white color. 

4.3.3 Summary of design philosophy 

The poetry image recalls people’s memory of thousands years of history of human’s life 

on the grassland. By returning to the site and the tradition, and connecting the memory with 

nature, this project tries to make a unique possibility for visitors. In this design project of hotel 

building, local yurt is taken as a positive design method to create poetic architectural forms. 

Instead of being the bondage of contemporary life, the traditional Mongolian dwelling way is 

the start point of the new image of contemporary architecture. The space form, appearance of 

the yurt and how it responds to climate, all of these are the inspirations of making a new space 

Fig.40. The façade of main entrance of the south side of the building （Draw by author’s design group） 
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which give rises to rich experience and feelings for the tourists, as shown in Fig 35. This 

contemporary form with local artistic conception, for one thing, provides more humanized and 

exquisite space care, for another, it also gently connects us with our land, history and memory. 
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4.4 Masterpiece: Local climate, image and sustainability - Factory building in Guangxi 

Yulin  

 

  

 

  

 

 

Fig.41. The Humanistic Design of Factory building in Guangxi Yulin （Draw by author） 
 

Local climate, image and sustainability 
Transformation of traditional “Stilted Building” 

Fig.42. Design conception of hotel building in in Guangxi Yulin（Draw by author’s design group） 
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4.4.1 General introduction 

Relative to previous project, this project is located in an entirely different region of China, 

the subtropical monsoon climate zone. And this region also has very long history and unique 

image of its traditional building. 

As soon as we were asked to design the “head” buildings of an industrial area in a 

southern Chinese province in Guangxi, we knew that the first key of the project was to study 

the local architectural traditions, climate and environment. Nevertheless, the office building 

and the dormitory were both asked to meet the highest requirements for contemporary 

technics and the demand of comfort, and the answer of the design must have to be connected 

with the manner of local traditional building. The most notable characteristics of local 

subtropical climate are high humidity and high temperature, but the typical local historical 

building has a very ripe form to cope with the challenges of the local climate. The traditional 

lightweight wooden filigree structures of dwellings ensure the proper ventilation, and create 

transitional spaces to guarantee the right protection against the power of sun. Beyond the 

perfect functionalism, this wooden structural system also presents the wisdom and rationality 

of the traditional architecture, as it is shown in Fig. 43. 

Figure 43: The traditional residential local building in Guang Xi, China. (Photo by author)  
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4.4.2 Recasting of localism 

As the result of the study of local weather and tradition, the fundamental conception of 

both proposed buildings in this project were deeply influenced by the logical local architecture 

and body sense. The multiple façade layers and grilles wall surfaces enhance the ventilation 

effect of the whole building. Derived from the vibrant geometrical system of traditional timber 

frame structure, the specific performance of façade creates the shadows with the retracted 

opening. The new design draws a playful appearance for porches with the horizontal and 

vertical elements that were very common in this countryside in the past, as shown in Fig. 44. In 

this way, the traditional elements are transcribed into contemporary language in this project.  

The office building has reinforced concrete column and beam structure system. Due to 

west and east orientation of the office building, it is essential to create a proper shading 

system in front of the openings and make a right natural ventilation system across the interior 

spaces. The shading panels are made by prefabricated exposed concrete perforated panels in 

front of the first and second floor openings, which create the ventilating shafts in front of the 

Figure 44: The view of the building’s structure. (Draw by author’s group) 

Figure 43: Façade of office building. ((Draw by author’s group) 
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first and second floor offices and laboratories, as shown in Fig.43 and Fig.44. The shading 

structures are created by timber vertical louvers integrated into sliding timber frame structure 

from the third to sixth floor.    

In front of west and east façade an outer pillar system contributes to better natural 

ventilation and shading effect. White ceramic brick pillars with reinforced concrete core 

columns load to reinforce concrete beam pairs. Space between façade and pillar system 

enhances stack effect contributing to natural ventilation of the building. The openings in slabs 

on every floors are also required to reach proper level of natural ventilation, and they supply 

natural circulation of fresh air in the building as well, as it is shown in Fig.45.    

The same structural, technical and architectural solutions are applied in dormitory building 

as the office building, and same materials are applied on façades to ensure the unified 

appearance. Unified technical solutions and repetitive structural elements provide the quick 

Fig. 43 Natural illumination and shading system office building cross section effect diagram (Draw by author ’s group) 
 

Fig.45. The Humanistic Path of Transferring Tradition Towards Contemporary （Draw by author ’s group） 
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and economical construction procedure, just like how the local traditional buildings were built 

rapidly and economically.  

Concerning the comfort of body and local climate offers us great opportunities to explore 

the complex connection among function, material and technology. We created the new image 

of the natural ventilation and sustainable building to the site. And the most invigorative part of 

the design process was that we transformed the local traditional repetitive structural system 

into the contemporary structural form.   

4.4.3 Summary of design philosophy 

By inheriting the modernist practices of Le Corbusier and Louis. I .KahnIndia in the 1950s 

and 1960s, Indian architect Charles Correa proposed "Form follows climate", which is, in 

regions with extreme climate, combining regional culture with life traditions to create a new 

way to deal with climate factors such as light, shading and air circulation. The tropical climate 

of Guangxin where the project is located also provides the same exploration opportunities to 

author’s design group. Based on the design philosophy of humanism, starting from the 

research on the traditional stilted building in Guangxi, and considering the various activities 

and feelings of people who will work and live in the office and dormitory building space, new 

contemporary forms of shading, air circulation and energy circulation are designed with 

regional characteristics. The architectural culture of local traditional houses, together with 

human’s needs and feelings, are the two main lines of the project design concept, as shown in 

Fig. The tradition is recast into contemporary architectural language. Local climate, image and 

sustainability become the strong characteristics of this project. 

 The "truth” and “answer” only exist here at this moment. Real localism should not only 

stay in the symbols or collective memory, but should also fully reflect the geography, climate 

and current lifestyle. Human’s feelings and cooperation with current energy technology and 

science industry of present time all are significant part of the "truth” and “answer”. Under the 

humanistic design philosophy, architecture could help human to present themselves here and 

now. And it is probably the best humanized approach connecting the past with the future. With 

the true understanding of the needs and sense of human, the local region and the traditional 
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form, we can change the facts of the homogeneity of the world and recast the tradition into 

contemporary. 

4.4.4 More on Master Piece  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Fig.47. Local tradition of aesthetic system and design conception （Draw by author） 
 

Fig.46 Site of Project in Yulin, Guangxi, China （Photo by author） 
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Fig.49.3D perspective of buildings （Draw by author’s group） 
 

Fig.48.3D perspective of office building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.50. Facade of office building （Draw by author’s group） 
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 Fig.51. Drawings of office building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.52. Drawings of office building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.53. Drawings of office building （Draw by author’s group） 
 



 60  Fig.54. Drawings of dormitory building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.55. Drawings of dormitory building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.56. Drawings of dormitory building （Draw by author’s group） 
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Fig.57. Modeling of revised facade and external shading system with natural ventilation 

（Draw by author’s group） 
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4.5 Summary of my projects’ exploration  

   In the context of globalization, we have witnessed that our planet has been swept up by 

homogeneity， not only in the economy field, but also in the architecture, urban imagine and 

lifestyle fields. There are two tendencies in architectures fields: one is serving the mass 

standardization production to support the economic development; the other is simply 

following some traditional forms and trying to make the buildings looks distinctive. Neither of 

them takes into account human and human’s connection with the environments.  

As we know that the impressive artistic charm of traditional architecture is not because of 

its traditional big roof or exquisite decorations or any other form, but it is on account of the 

full-fledged concept of human’s consciousness of the site, the way of life, the complete 

technology and aesthetic consciousness. All elements are perfect integrated into the form of 

buildings to reveal the essential beauty of the region. This is the root cause of the charm of 

traditional architecture. It also should be the root cause of the charm of contemporary 

architecture. A fresh wind has been blown since “Critical Regionalism” was clearly put forward 

by Kenneth Frampton in the late of last century. We have realized that internationalization and 

traditional architectural forms are not two extreme either-or choices, with the understanding of 

the humanistic design philosophy, both of whom are the methods of exploring how to return to 

the essence of building, how to face regionalism, how to organize the contemporary life with 

the most beautiful and poetic way in architecture fields.  

Through the design exploration of three different projects in the different region of China, 

the humanistic design philosophy is applied into the practical process of making the 

contemporary design conception, and demonstrated as an effective key to harmonize the local 

tradition and contemporary architecture.   
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5. Conclusions 

   The purpose of architecture is not to trap human beings, but to free people's body and 

mind and liberate spirit of people. I think this may be the consolation that architecture can 

bring to mankind after the epidemic. 

---- Kengo Kuma 

  In the design of contemporary architecture, we are no longer used to embracing 

principles in our polyvalent world. On the one hand, tradition has lost its original authority; on 

the other hand, it has been cherished again as a panacea for changing the global 

homogenization by internationalization. In the opposition and integration of tradition and 

contemporary, these relative concepts often appear: local Tectonic and Lifestyle, Genius Loci 

and Abstract Perception, Visual Representation and Sensitive Experience. However, if we let 

go our preconceptions about the world in relation to viewing the world historically and look at 

the world formally instead, we will realize that the experiential sense and consciousness create 

the world fundamentally. Under the humanistic design philosophy, human beings can order 

their lives in the most fundamental ways among all kinds of traditions. Such activity is creative 

and becomes a function of a logic that precedes any conceptualization and any ideology. The 

Humanistic Path can provide the open possibility of transferring tradition towards 

Fig.58. The Humanistic Path of Transferring Tradition Towards Contemporary （Drawn by author） 
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contemporary, and harmonize all the superficially opposed concepts, such as time and space, 

past and future, personal experience and collective memory, as shown in Fig 58 . 

     Based on the analysis, comparison and design explorations of the previous chapters, the 

humanistic design philosophy, as a design method to coordinate traditional and contemporary 

architecture, can be summarized as follows:    

1. The people-centered design philosophy could provide creative new solutions in the 

design of new buildings, and in the design of heritage context as well.  

2. Under the humanistic design philosophy, tradition is a neutral tool to serve contemporary 

space to fulfill the needs of human’s and to present human’s consciousness. So it can be 

transformed and reconstructed, or used as a meaningless background. 

3. Use traditional and historical elements to build people's perception and emotional 

experience, rather than setting decoration or prop style design, to arouse people's 

awareness of the existence of architecture through the space creation of people's real 

feelings, so as to promote human’s consciousness of their own presence.  

4. Through the creative interpretation and reconstruction of traditional forms, we can deepen 

the connection between human and the site, human and time. It also gives play to the role of 

climate, light, terrain, culture, new technology and other specific factors in tectonic of 

contemporary architecture. 

  The journey of the whole complex and practical research shows that human can have a 

poetic approach to life, to space, to architecture, and at the same time to be pragmatic, 

precise and thrifty. The immeasurable qualities of human beings can be expressed through 

humanistic design philosophy with measurable space and all relevant elements, so as to 

create immeasurable architectural experience and arouse human's awareness of the 

immeasurable qualities in every individual. The consciousness of space, as same as the 

consciousness of life and traditions, is not a question of individual education background; 

instead, it is basic and common to all human beings, to visitors and designers. In this rapidly 

changing world, maybe the humanistic design philosophy should become the anchor of the 

sailing of the contemporary architecture all around the globalized world. 
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6.THESIS 

1 
 
Traditions always play an important role in the continuous evolution of architecture, so 
architects have to face the old when they are looking for “the new”. Through the study of new 
trend of architecture design, it is concluded that humanistic thinking has become more and 
more significant during the evolution of contemporary architecture. The human-oriented 
spatial forms are based on Maslow’s hierarchical needs, which are bringing freedom and new 
possibilities to contemporary architecture.  
 
 

2 
 

Local traditions and modernity have to cope with each other's attack in the process of 
modernism. Humanistic thinking and respecting traditions have carried out a new attitude 
towards heritage and traditions, which is concluded in three aspects: to the restoration of 
heritage building; to the historical context and to the traditional heritage. The Humanistic 
design philosophy has been as a new creative direction of traditions towards contemporary, 
arousing awareness of human’s consciousness. 
 

3 

 
To create the new form of architecture, it is essential to be rooted in human’s feeling and deal 
with the traditions neutrally. Setting off from humanistic design philosophy, traditions are 
advised to be used as a touching and effective tool to create the avant-garde buildings, and to 
apply them into reusing traditional material and detail, renewing traditional space form, 
reconstructing the memory and emotion, presenting the traditional humanistic aesthetic, 
connecting human’s awareness and space. 
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4 

The way of application of humanistic design philosophy is trifold with three architecture 
design projects: the first one is local traditional symbol which inspires the contemporary 
space form; the second one is the traditional building unit which can be transformed into 
complex contemporary building volume; and the last one, local traditions are the main hints 
of contemporary building to respond to the local climate conditions naturally or by 
technology. International and traditional architectural forms are not two extreme either-or 
choices. In order to achieve a good and practical design result, local traditions must serve 
for the people’s experience.  
 
 
 

5 
 
Humanistic path of transferring tradition towards contemporary is an essential topic currently, 
which is also a powerful tool of human to avoid to be trapped by neither traditions nor 
architecture. It shows a poetic approach to life, to space, and to architecture.  
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